Change-Log Version 0.11.8:
-

Increasing the data security due to advices of external experts
Implementation of a VPN-solution for up to four simultaneous VPN connections

In order to obtain the necessary data security during the access on your facility from the
internet, please observer the following advices:
 Please use a VPN connection for the access
 Please assign a password for visualisation access
 In large-scale projects, please use a separate network for the building automation
Change Log Version 0.11.7:
-

Job Editor Week-Timer: Time setting over the list view is disabled.
User management in the Editor: Fixing a bug after saving changed access rights.
HTTP Req Response Evaluation: Now umlauts can be used without any problems in
the expression.
Graph Data Export (CSV): Records will now be exported sorted.
On the start page the dialog for choosing the different visualisations can be also
closed now by clicking on any other area of the page.
Room element: Fixing the calendar view when accessing it over the visualisation.
Fixing the bug at the restore of HTTP-Req Job: The group addresses that were
eventually entered in the input arrays of the value objects were be filled into the
output arrays of the response evaluation at the same time.
Hysteris Unit: Factor and Offset are now available at EIS 5 in the input.
Job Editor mask: The selection arrays from the logic and light scene job are widen
now.
Enhancement Mathematics: Access on the output value is possible now.
Mathematics: Fixing bug at „unary plus“. Out of a „+5“ a „-5“ is made because the
operand is used inverted.
Enhancement Mathematics: Logical and bit by bit negation available.
Enhancement Mathematics: If-then-else operator
Enhancement Mathematics: With the help of a new variable the group address which
launches the calculation can be used.
Enhancement Mathematics: Using the group addresses from the input object as
numbers or as text.
Enhancement Mathematics: The output group addresses can be changed by specific
using of variables.
Enhancement Mathematics: At the input it can be decided for each at which condition
the calculation is been done.
Visualisation: The function „Prevent deformation“ also applies for the ajax
visualisation now.
Job documentation: Adjust the documentation of the light scene and the staircase
lightning function.
Job documentation: The comparator now is also part of the job documentation.
Fixing Bug in the element „Top Consumer“: Were there no group addresses entered
in the ajax visualisation the referring page did not load further anymore.
New Element: Web Container. This is an element for embedding web pages. It is only
working in the ajax visualisation.
Staircase lightning function job: Fixing the false description about the flag „stop“.

